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Note: Answer only Five questions. (Each question has 10 marks) 
 

Q1: Fill in the blanks: (choose 5 only)             

1- All computers on the Internet are communicating with each other using _____. 

2- HTTP stands for _____. 

3- There are three main types of Web sites according to the environment classification:     

     ____,_____,_____. 

4-There are two type of Hypertext ____, ____. 

5- CSS stands for _____ and content two part ________ and ______.  

6- Web Browsing is ___________. 
 
 

Q2:  Write program in HTML used Image Map, if you clicking the mouse in the left part 

of the image ”Logo.jpg” it links to “page1.html” and if you clicking the mouse in the 

right part of the image it links to “page2.html” .Where the Width and Height of the image 

is 200. 
 

Q3: Explain the following in HTML with simple example  

1- Two types of lists. 

2- Add Table with two rows and two columns. 

3- Add a link on the page. 
 

Q4: A- Write a program in JavaScript to print the following figure (using for_loop).  

                                                               Heading1 
                                                                          Heading2 
                                                                                 Heading3 
                                                                                         Heading4 
                                                                                                                Heading5 
                                                                                                                                Heading6 
 

B- Write ASP program to open and read from a text file name notefile.txt 
 
 

Q5: Write statement or answer the following:-   
 

1. Function to open new windows. 

2. Convert txt= "welcome to web programming" to capital letter then print the result.   

3. How to create and retrieve a cookie value? 

4. What is the difference between Confirm and Alert?   

5. The regular expression that match if the input is all numbers. 
 

Q6: You have a database Department contains a table name STU the fields are (id, 

Name, Degree): Write a program in ASP to display the names of Students who have the 

degree less than 50. 

                                                                                                                                               Good Luck 


